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Scholarly interest in singlewomen in the medieval period has a very long history in Germany. In the late nineteenth century, when social commentators and academics throughout Europe (and the United States) were debating what to do with “surplus” and “redundant” women who were not able to marry, the German archivist and historian Karl Bücher looked backward to see if this had been a problem before. Using several population counts from the fifteenth century, he determined that there had been a significant “surplus of women” (Frauenüberschüff) in German cities during that time, perhaps as much as 125 women for every 100 men.1 How did these women survive? By their own work, answered Bücher, who paid special attention to female occupations in his later exhaustive study of occupations in Frankfurt, and who, along with other nineteenth-century historians, saw the craft guilds in the late Middle Ages as a primary employer of women, including those not the wives or widows of guild masters.2

Bücher’s statistics about the sex ratio in medieval cities have now been thoroughly questioned, as he used numbers drawn from wartime (when young men often fled cities to avoid being drafted into military service) or from only parts of cities.3 Subsequent studies have also demonstrated, however, that even in cities with a balanced sex ratio, many households were headed by women. In Frankfurt, in 1354, for example, 17 percent of the households paying taxes were headed by women, and 24 percent in 1495; similar statistics—25 percent in Trier in 1363, 22 percent in Schwäbisch-Hall in 1406, 25 percent in Basel in 1429—come from the tax records of other cities.4

These tax records do not invariably divide female heads of household into widows and singlewomen, but occasionally they allow for rough estimates. Among the nearly 400 households headed by women in Trier that paid the least amount of taxes (and female-headed households were always overrepresented among the poorest in any city), 26 percent were headed by women labeled widows, 9 percent by beguines, 21 percent by women with an occupational designation, and 44 percent by women simply identified by name.5 Some in the last group may well have been widows, and a few women with an occupational designation may have been widows as well—perhaps those whose husbands were long dead and who were known in the neighborhood for their work—but we can probably assume that most of the women with an occupational designation and some in the last group were singlewomen. Thus whether women actually outnumbered men in total, women did work and live independently in medieval cities; included among them were a significant share of singlewomen who lived independently, or in the words of the period, who “had their own smoke.”

Statistical studies have also revealed that, in contrast to what Bücher wished had been the case, the sixteenth century brought little change in this situation.6 Tax records from the sixteenth through the eighteenth centuries indicate that female-headed households continued to make up between one-fifth and one-quarter of the tax-paying households in most cities, and a few enumerations distinguish between singlewomen and widows. In Stuttgart in 1545, for example, a special tax levied to support military moves against the Turks (Türkensteuer) listed 3.5 percent of the households in the city as headed by women who were probably single (and another 11 percent by women labeled widow).7 Tax lists from Frankfurt in 1593 and 1607 give similar numbers, as do those of Augsburg around 1600.8 Tax records in villages do not begin as early as those in cities, but when they do they again reveal singlewomen as heads of household; during the eighteenth century in Fugg, for example, a village of several hundred households in the south German area of the Vorarlberg, between 2 and 6 percent of the households were headed by singlewomen, with another 8 to 21 percent of the households made up of unmarried brothers and sisters who lived together.9 These numbers may seem low by contemporary standards, but, as we shall see, legal and ideological sanctions on singlewomen living alone or heading households were so strong that even percentages in the single digits are surprising.

New and more extensive types of sources that began in the sixteenth century allow us to get a better idea about numbers of singlewomen. Mar-
riage registers indicate that women's age of marriage was late, with the average age for women at first marriage in many villages of between 25 and 28, and in cities of between 21 and 25; in both rural and urban areas until the late eighteenth century, daughters from wealthier families married earlier than those from poorer families, who might not marry until they were in their forties. Marriage registers thus suggest that some female-headed households were those of women who were not yet married but who would eventually marry. By the early eighteenth century church records of all types are complete enough to allow some calculation of the percentage of those who never married among the population; most estimates put this at about 10 percent. In addition to singlewomen who lived independently and thus show up in tax records as heads of household, many also lived as dependent domestic servants, of which there are increasingly specific enumerations in the early modern period. These records show that female domestic servants often made up between 5 and 15 percent of the population of urban areas, and that the majority of these were singlewomen.

All these records indicate that Bücher's question may well be asked about early modern as well as medieval Germany, and it forms the key focus for this essay. What employment options were open to and pursued by singlewomen, and how did these change during the centuries in which so much about German society and culture changed dramatically?

**Historiographical Issues**

Though I have been using the terms "Germany" and "singlewomen" rather freely, it is important to recognize before going any further that both of these are somewhat problematic. There was, of course, no Germany in this period, only a loose conglomeration of hundreds of states making up the Holy Roman Empire, each with its own laws and traditions, and many including territory no longer within the boundaries of Germany. Though many of these states had roughly similar legal codes—and the smaller states often intentionally copied their larger and more powerful neighbors—there was often enough difference to mean that the laws regarding singlewomen could differ dramatically from place to place. We know that legal differences shaped employment and migration for single men, as the laws of certain cities favored journeymen at the expense of masters. These legal differences have been studied less systematically for women, but we do know that cities differed dramatically in the proportion of female to male servants, so that women may also have been influenced by legal differences as they migrated in search of work, choosing to go to those cities which offered more freedom as well as more employment opportunities. Thus, along with the types of personal and economic factors that made the experiences of singlewomen so varied in other parts of Europe—age, social class, ethnicity, regional economic development—the lack of legal uniformity in Germany makes generalizations difficult, even the geographic boundaries of "Germany" are hard to define.

"Singlewomen" also has rather loose boundaries. As noted above, the sources are not always clear about a woman's marital status, a problem exacerbated by the fact that most female-headed households are among the poorest in the city, often too poor to pay any taxes, so that officials do not record information about them carefully. Poor widows and singlewomen often clustered in certain areas of town where rents were lowest, so that place of residence does not help us distinguish between the two groups.

There was also not a perfectly sharp line between being married and being single. Though the Catholic Church had taken a strong stand against clerical concubinage, in many cities and rural parishes priests still had concubines into the sixteenth century; these women were technically not wives, of course, but may have lived with the priest for many years. Women who were vagrants or migrants often had longstanding relationships with men—again not technically "marriage"—and the children that resulted from these unions shaped the women's chances of employment and thus made their situation different from that of migrants without children. At the other end of the social scale, noble and wealthy women sometimes spent much of their lives in conventible institutions, termed Stifts, where they took no vows and so were not technically religious, but never married or did not marry until much later in life than most women of their social class. In some parts of Germany this included Protestant women, who were forced to defend their single state to religious authorities who denied the value of celibacy; their words are some of the few we have from Protestant women about the value of virginity.

Both Protestant and Catholic religious authorities and secular governments attempted to make the line separating the married from the single much sharper in the sixteenth century, however. Along with criticizing celibacy, Protestants attacked the Catholic understanding that consent of the two parties was the only necessary element in a marriage, pointing to irregular "marriages" (literally "dark-corner marriages," Winkelehen) in
taverns and inns that were followed by pregnancy and then disputed by the "husband." Though they denied the sacramentality of marriage, Protestants put great emphasis on parental consent, a public ceremony, and the presence of a pastor for a valid marriage. Reforming Catholics answered with the decree Tumultus at the Council of Trent, which required the presence of witnesses, including a parish priest, for an exchange of vows to be considered a valid marriage. By the later sixteenth century both sides in the religious struggle saw setting clear boundaries between married and single, and other aspects of marital reform, as key parts of their drives toward confessionalization and social discipline; both Protestants and Catholics strengthened clerical, paternal, and state control of marriage.

Attitudes Toward Single People

Along with a sharper distinction between married and single, the sixteenth century also brought with it a greater emphasis on marriage as the proper life for all (or most) individuals. This emphasis has traditionally been attributed to the Protestant Reformation, though recent scholarship has noted that decades before the Reformation Christian humanists also praised marriage, and city authorities viewed the marital household as the key political and economic unit. After the Reformation as well, manuals advising men how to be firm-yet-kindly household heads and women obedient-yet-capable wives flowed from both Protestant and Catholic pens. Though their message was thus not completely new or different, Protestant reformers were particularly strong in both promoting marriage and attacking single people, arguing that those who did not marry went against God's command in the Garden of Eden and their divinely created and irresistible sexual desire; women who did not marry, they argued, also lacked the care and discipline the marital state provided. With both religious and political ideology so firmly in favor of marriage, people who never married were regarded with increasing suspicion, except for those in Catholic areas clearly attached to religious institutions that themselves were becoming more like households during this period.

Single men were often the targets of preachers and moralists for their flamboyant clothing and rowdy behavior, but the craft guilds depended on their labor as journeymen and apprentices and so were loath to support any meaningful restrictions, which would have simply led young men to migrate elsewhere. Singlewomen were a different matter, for their work was rarely recognized as essential. Hostility toward never-married persons and a suspicion about women who were not under the control of men were not simply a matter of pastoral concern or religious ideology, but led to explicit legal restrictions on women's choice of work, place of residence, free-time activities, and even relations with their own family.

Some of these laws were directed primarily against women who migrated in search of employment, and are part of more general fear of migrants and transients. Singlewomen were forbidden to move into cities unless they went into service, and those who left employers were banished. Innkeepers were prohibited from housing unattached women unless they received special permission, employment agents allowed to house domestic servants between jobs for only very short periods of time, and private citizens ordered never to take in singlewomen. Such restrictions were gradually expanded to include the daughters of citizens, however, as they, along with foreigners, were forbidden to "have their own smoke" ("ihre eigene Rauch haben") or "earn their own bread" ("ihre eigene Brot verdienen"). Even girls whose mothers were still alive were suspect, as this ordinance from Strasbourg in 1665 makes clear:

Numerous complaints have been made that some widows living here have two, three, or more daughters living with them at their expense. These girls go into service during the winter but during the summer return to their mothers, partly because they want to wear more expensive clothes than servants are normally allowed to and partly because they want to have more freedom to walk around, to go back and forth whenever they want to. It is our experience that this causes nothing but shame, immorality, wantonness and immorality, so that a watchful eye should be kept on this, and if it is discovered, the parents as well as the daughters should be punished with a fine, a jail sentence, or even banishment from the city in order to serve as an example to others.

Worries about women working and living on their own became particularly acute, as one would expect, in areas in which some type of wage labor made this possible. Textile production was the most common form of wage labor for women in Germany, and though spinners, weavers, and lace-makers were usually badly paid, local market conditions sometimes allowed them to make a living wage. It is thus in centers of textile production, such as Augsburg in the sixteenth century, Württemberg in the seventeenth, or Berlin in the eighteenth, that we find the most heated debates about women living on their own.

In 1577 in Augsburg the weavers' guild complained to the city council that they could not find enough young women willing to work as spin-
maids in their households, as all the women coming into the city were working independently and living with other families or renting a small room somewhere. The weavers thus had to buy their thread from them at what they regarded as inflated costs. The city council responded by forbidding all noncitizen women to live and work independently, but the prohibition proved impossible to enforce as the need for thread was too great. In 1597 the weavers were even more incensed, as women were saying openly that they were not so dumb as to work as spin-maids for the weavers when they could earn three times as much spinning on their own; even those who agreed to live in weavers’ households demanded the right to work for themselves two days a week. This situation was intolerable, according to the weavers, who included all sorts of moral issues in their complaint: the women had complete freedom as to when they worked and when not and so walked around with journeymen at all hours; they were a bad example for girls coming in from the countryside and even for local girls who would thus be inclined to live on their own rather than in a weaver’s household. The council enacted a series of harsh ordinances banning all women who made demands of their employers or worked on their own and all employers who made contracts with them, but these were also largely ineffectual, for unmarried citizen women continued to appear in the records as the employers of migrant women, all providing thread for the disgruntled but dependent weavers.

In seventeenth-century Württemberg, a special pejorative, "Eigenrätherinnen" (women who earn their own bread), was used for women who lived on their own, and citizens were enjoined to report to authorities those who housed them. Tight control was exercised to make sure they did absolutely nothing else but spin (in other words, no other part of the cloth production process), with ducal authorities fining both village and city residents who employed singlewomen at other tasks and imposing a maximum piece rate for spinners, thus keeping their wages low.

Similar anger at women who lived on their own and those who facilitated this arrangement also comes out in an eighteenth-century treatise by Johann Georg Krnitz, the author of a 242-volume political and economic encyclopedia:

"Employment and Independence in Germany"

they can only be their own masters and sit behind the stove. Yes, through this they seek to have better opportunities to indulge in their slovenly and immoral debaucheries more comfortably. The police cannot allow servants to live by their own hands in this way, but should send them away if they are not from this city, or bring them into the workhouse or jail; they should also punish with prison or something equally forceful those who shelter such servants and do not report them to the servant’s office or the police-officials who have authority over servants.

Krnitz’s comments bring together all of the fears about singlewomen on their own: they affected the economy adversely by creating a shortage of servants so that employers had to pay servants more; they were “masterless” and thus a threat to a society that viewed male-headed households as the norm; they might be sexually active and have children out of wedlock, which would need public support. Pastor Brändle from the Vorarlberg was equally appalled at the activities of female cotton-spinners and lace-makers, who were wearing fancy clothes “because of the good wages in lace-making,” ordering drinks from taverns for their lace-making sessions, and playing cards; he was especially upset at finding “a whole crowd of singlewomen” in a tavern on a Sunday.

Singlewomen in early modern Germany thus faced continual criticism about their marital state and often about their type of employment and their living independently. Given the economic security, legal advantages, and higher social status that marriage promised, it is not surprising that marriage was the goal of most women and men. (Studies of early modern marriage courts reveal, for example, that many more women took cases to court in order to establish a marriage than to prevent or dissolve one.)

Nevertheless, despite the fulminations of preachers and officials, a large number of women, as we have seen, remained unmarried for most or all of their adult lives. In this milieu in which the behavior of singlewomen was under such intense scrutiny, what possibilities were open to them? Could any of them offer the “freedom” so feared by authorities, or was this simply a chimera of official imagination?

**Domestic Servants**

By far the largest number of singlewomen in Germany were employed in domestic service; indeed, as in English, one of the words for singlewoman and female domestic servant was the same: *Minde* (maid). As we have seen, domestic service was the most or only acceptable form of employment for
single women in the eyes of many commentators, for this generally put them into a male-headed household; population tallies indicate that most female-headed households were too poor to hire domestic servants. Conditions of service varied tremendously: many households, particularly in urban areas, had only one servant, almost always a woman who assisted in all domestic tasks and also at artisanal tasks if the household was one of a guild master; wealthier households might have many servants, and a woman could work her way up from goos girl to children’s maid to serving maid to cook; in some households, such as those of weavers in Augsburg noted above, women might spend most of their time in production, so that though officially counted as “maids” they were actually, in Olwen Hutton’s terms, “residential industrial employees.”34 No matter what their tasks, however, they were always more poorly paid than male servants; both the regulations stipulating the amount of pay for servants and records of amounts actually paid indicate that women’s wages were usually about half that of men’s.35 This proportion varied little from the fourteenth century to the eighteenth, and applied whether the place of employment was a peasant household in a large city, a noble estate in the countryside, or an artisanal household in a small town.

Some analysts of domestic service have pointed to the fact that most servants were between the ages of 15 and 29, and have thus seen service as a “life-cycle” phenomenon involving young people of all social classes, a period during which they learned the domestic and craft skills necessary to run a household.36 Several more detailed analyses have demonstrated, however, that urban middle-class young women did not generally go through a period of service unless their parents, or at least their father, had died; most urban maids were thus lower class, from rural areas, or of humble origins.37 They found their positions through friends or relatives or, beginning in the fifteenth century, through employment agents who were licensed by the city and were most often women.38 On noble estates, maids might actually be “forced servants” (Zwanggesinde), performing at least one year of service as part of their family’s feudal dues; one study of a Westphalian estate has found that this continued into the late eighteenth century and involved only the daughters of dependent families, never the sons.39

Though service was praised because it put women into male-headed households, it was also problematic for that very reason. Increasing numbers of moralists and pamphleteers in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries warned about the dangers of mixing classes within a household, and described maids as whores (Huren) who were out to seduce the head of the household or one of his sons, though in actuality the reverse was more often the case. (This stereotype would have dangerous consequences for maids who actually did become pregnant, a situation that was often disastrous and occasionally led to imprisonment or infanticide.)40 They increasingly compared maids with animals such as apes, donkeys, or pigs, or described them as a subhuman group distinct from the rest of the population. An entire subgenre of the “devil’s books” (Teufelsbücher), popular works that described the evils associated with various occupations or activities, focused on maids.41 The author of one of these, Philemon Menagius, for example, described maids as the “worst enemy,” and viciously noted:

Maids must also consider whether they are in themselves no worse than ardent and, however, do not want to be second to others in action, to be around the stink of women’s bodies. In stink they were born. They have nothing but filth and stink around them, and do not know to cover their stink, so that they do not often clean away the stink as the devil does, or their steams burst so that they cause a great stink and leave it after themselves.42

Such sentiments, though extreme, were not limited to moral treatises, but also began to shape laws in the later sixteenth century. Maids were accused of causing the general inflation of the sixteenth century, and their wages were strictly limited. They were criticized for extravagance in clothing and forbidden to wear silk or satin, even if they had gotten this from a generous employer as a hand-me-down.43 Those found to be acting in a “disobedient, contrary, untrue, or otherwise inappropriate manner” would be harshly punished, as were those who were found guilty of idleness.44 Even their speech was restricted; a 1580 Munich ordinance ordered “headstrong and defiant” maids punished if they spoke against their masters, and the Memmingen city council ordered maids and other women not to discuss religion when drawing water at the neighborhood wells.45

Many of the regulations involving servants or the employment agents who found them positions were specifically concerned with limiting young women’s mobility and independence. The 1580 Munich ordinance, for example, forbade anyone to coax servants away from their masters, not only with promises of gifts or money, but also with promises of “more freedom.”46 Many cities set draconian punishments for maids who left employers after serving less than six months or who demanded higher wages or gifts as conditions of employment; the frequency with which such laws were repeated suggests they were not as effective as authorities hoped.
family as a children’s maid for fifty years, and always conducted herself honorably, truly, and uprightly; she has been let go for no other reason other than that her eyes have gone bad so that she can no longer carry out her duties.\textsuperscript{103} Aged ex-maids thus joined other singlewomen in the fluid pool of those who supported themselves by piecework, odd jobs, day laboring, and other forms of wage labor.

\textbf{Wage Labor}

Though wage labor has traditionally been seen as one of the hallmarks of capitalism, and thus a phenomenon of the “modern” economy, closer investigation of the medieval economy has indicated that many individuals, including many women, actually received wages at least as early as the fourteenth century, if not earlier. Estimates of urban populations in the eighteenth century note that one-quarter of the population may have supported themselves as day-laborers or by doing odd jobs, and, though accurate statistics are impossible, a good share of these were probably single-women. We know very little about how wage laborers were hired; certainly word of mouth and connections through relatives played a large part, and some cities appear to have had a corner of the public market where those seeking work gathered.

What types of work did women do? In the countryside they harvested grain, particularly in areas where grain was still cut with a sickle, or gathered and bound grain that men had cut with a scythe. Along with children, they gleaned, and they picked hops and grapes, sheared sheep, hauled manure, and harvested root crops. Beginning in the late seventeenth century, certain parts of Germany intensified stock-raising, with animals fed all year in stables instead of being allowed to range freely.\textsuperscript{54} Feeding and caring for them was regarded as a female task, with women hired on a longer-term basis to care for pigs, cows, sheep, and poultry. In southern Germany and Switzerland, flax and linen production also provided employment for women in rural areas. We tend to think of the countryside as the domain of marital couples (and, indeed, the gender-specific nature of agricultural tasks meant that the proper functioning of a rural household necessitated at least one adult male and one adult female), but by the seventeenth century many rural areas actually offered more wage labor for women than men, and hiring records from large estates indicate that many of these may have been singlewomen.\textsuperscript{55}
The cities also offered a range of possibilities for wage labor. As we have seen, in areas with significant cloth production there was always spinning, although wages for this varied considerably; they may have been adequate at times in Augsburg, but in Frankfurt in 1613 a woman appealing to the city council for support noted “What little I make at spinning will not provide enough for even my bread.”

By the late seventeenth century some cities in Germany had manufactories for spinning or other stages of cloth production, in which large numbers of young women were paid by the piece for their labor; these were often linked to public workhouses that people could enter of their own free will or be forced to enter after being arrested for begging. Laundering was another possibility, for especially the heavy laundry like bedding and linens was generally done by professional laundresses rather than the women resident in a household. Most laundry was done outside the house along river banks in both winter and summer, or in special laundering huts that city governments occasionally suspected of being locations for prostitution as well. Laundering in some cities were regulated, and had to swear an oath they would not overcharge customers or dump refuse in the city’s rivers.

Laundresses were not the only women whose employment necessitated swearing an oath. As urban hospitals, pesthouses, and orphanages secularized in the sixteenth century, large numbers of women found employment in these caring for the ill, aged, handicapped, and children. Though most cities attempted to find widows or married women for the higher administrative positions, they also hired dozens of maids, cooks, seamstresses, shepherdesses, and women simply labeled “assistants” who were, judging by the names in some hospital records, often single women. Like domestic servants, these women received low cash wages, with the majority of their pay coming as room and board. They swore oaths to follow regulations that were often spelled out in great detail, including stipulations that they attend church services, pray daily, and not stand in dark corners talking to young men. During times of the plague cities often opened special plague-hospitals or pesthouses, hiring women, as in Augsburg in 1563, “for lifting, turning, and whatever they were needed for, including sewing the dead into their burial cloths. We also used them if the parents of children died — one was either sent to the children or the children were sent into their homes until they each had three children.”

Women were also hired by cities or privately to care for the needy outside of institutions; they took care of children, watched mentally ill adults, and fed war refugees. Though in times of great emergencies cities hired anyone available, in more peaceful times they were more restrictive; for example, the Strasbourg city council paid to care for the sick in their own homes and specifically wanted “elderly married men with good reputations and childless widows” for the job. Single women need not apply.

Some of the jobs available for women involved the care of healthy bodies as well as ill ones. Public baths employed women to help people undress or hold their clothes, wash customers’ hair and bodies, shave them, or beat them with switches to increase circulation. Such women were called “bath maids,” and many of them were probably unmarried, although this term is not a clear description of their marital status. The man or woman who ran the bathhouse was generally ordered to avoid taking anyone on who was known to have been a prostitute — and the bathhouses themselves were often suspected of prostitution — but otherwise there were few restrictions on who could be hired in this rather low-status occupation.

Along with public baths, cities also ran municipal houses of prostitution from the fourteenth century until they were closed some time in the sixteenth century. The man who ran a municipal brothel (Frauenwirt) was ordered not to take in young women from the city itself, but otherwise could take in anyone who looked to be healthy and clean. Most prostitutes came from poor families, and some appear to have been forced into prostitution by their parents or deceived into it through pimps or procurers. Many more simply turned to prostitution when their attempts to support themselves in other ways failed, or combined prostitution with other types of wage labor such as laundering or spinning. (Indeed, in Ulm residents of the city’s brothel were required to spin yarn every day for the Frauenwirt when they were not busy with customers, with the proceeds to go into a fund for women who were too old or sick to work.)

Women paid the Frauenwirt one-third of their earnings, and, though a few women may have earned fairly good pay at a young age, wills and inventories of prostitutes indicate that most earned very little.

During the fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries, prostitutes — or at least those who lived in municipal brothels — were integrated fairly well into urban society, appearing as a group at city festivals and publicly welcoming visiting dignitaries. During the late fifteenth century this situation began to change, for complex ideological and political reasons, with prostitutes increasingly marginalized and attempts made to distinguish prostitutes from other women through special clothing and restrictions on their movement and places of residence. This process resulted in the closing of municipal brothels (a process that took decades, from 1520 to 1590), and it
also contributed to the hostility toward single women. Singlewomen simply suspected of being "dishonorable" were ordered to move to special areas of cities reserved for prostitutes, "and not protect themselves that they do not carry out such sinful work in their houses." 69 In 1572 both Lucerne and Wismar ordered all young women not in service to leave, with the city council of Wismar noting that these women pretended to sew "in order to have a free life" but really "carried out great lewdness." 70 The borders between prostitution and other types of employment were often not rigid, as singlewomen (and also married women and widows) supported themselves occasionally by selling sex rather than, in the words of a woman from Stralsund in 1562, "suffer from poverty, hunger, and need." 71 Early modern authorities, however, both Protestant and Catholic, attempted to make them rigid, and increasingly viewed all single women as potential whores. 72

Craft Production and Sales

Though traditionally the Protestant and Catholic Reformations have been seen as the force behind the increased moralism of the sixteenth century, recent studies have pointed out that craft guilds also played a role in creating new types of familial and sexual ideology. 73 Certainly guild ordinances are one place where we can trace explicit restrictions on single women, for, in contrast to what Bichler wished had been the case, access to craft guilds was only rarely the same for women as for men; the number of women working independently in guilds was always small, and most of these were master's widows. 74 The unmarried daughters of guild masters seem originally to have had the right to work in their father's shops as long as they remained unmarried, but this was not formally guaranteed through an apprenticeship contract, and by the seventeenth century was often disputed by journeymen. Daughters had to prove there were special circumstances that necessitated their working, and journeymen argued explicitly that masters' daughters should get married rather than take work away from men. Journeymen were even more adamant when it came to unrelated domestic servants, arguing that masters should utilize only apprentices and journeymen for production, and enforcing their aims by refusing to work next to men who had been trained in places where they still allowed "all sorts of servants, maids, women, and embroideresses." 75 Thus, though some single women were employed in guild shops—occasionally even with the pretext of being "adopted" by the master so to avoid the restriction on their work in production—this was not a path toward an independent mastership, but akin to domestic service.

In any city, and in the countryside, a huge range of items existed that no guild bothered to oversee which could be made or gathered, and then sold rather freely. Single women, along with widows and poorer married women, often combined these with wage work as opportunities fluctuated throughout the year, making brooms, brushes, soap, sauerkraut, or candles during the winter months, gathering firewood or herbs in the spring and nuts, berries, fruit, or mushrooms in the summer, and harvesting grain or picking grapes in the fall. They sold hot food items they had made or used clothing and other items—for which there was a flourishing market—sometimes combining this with petty pawnbroking or moneylending. 76 For such sales they had a small stand at the market or carried their wares around house-to-house; the opportunities to deal in stolen merchandise were great, so cities often required used-goods dealers to register and swear an oath. From lists of those registered we can tell that at least some of these women were not married—that is, they are not identified as "so-and-so's wife" but as "so-and-so's daughter" or with their own name. 77

None of the women who sold at the market or peddled house-to-house became very wealthy, but the skills needed to earn at least a living through selling were those generally regarded as negative in women: verbal dexterity, independence, initiative, and a forceful personality. Market women appeared frequently in court defending their rights to sell certain items and their honesty and honor; they chased customers all over town to recover bad debts and took competitors to court to force them to stop selling. 78 Such skills and activities were bad enough, in the eyes of city authorities, in married women or widows, but even worse in single women; a 1660 ordinance regulating fruit and vegetable vendors in Frankfurt, for example, blames "young female persons who could easily do some other kind of work, like being a maid" for "causing great disorder by selling fruit." 79 City officials often saw the license to sell or to have a stand as a substitute for poor relief, and wanted it limited to widows or married women whose husbands were away or injured. The Frankfurt ordinance noted above limits stands to those who are "aged and unsuitable for hard work, especially widows," and during the Thirty Years' War the city council of Strasbourg ordered all new brandy stands to go to widows or women whose husbands were away fighting "to support themselves better and live through this." 80
Other Occupations

The types of employment I have discussed so far—domestic service, wage labor, craft production, and sales—certainly absorbed the vast majority of singlewomen during the late medieval and early modern period. A few other options were available, but these tended to be limited to much smaller groups. By the late seventeenth century, noble and wealthy urban households often hired singlewomen as governesses to train their daughters, at first favoring women from France or French-speaking Switzerland for the all-important French lessons, but gradually taking on women from Germany as well.91

At the other end of the scale of respectability were women who attached themselves to soldiers or supported themselves through crime; the two were equivalent, in the eyes of authorities, who banned women known to associate with the armies so often encamped in Germany during this period.92 This suspicion of “soldiers’ whores” at times extended to all singlewomen; in 1684, the Strasbourg city council ordered all singlewomen staying in the city who were not domestic servants to be registered “because so many immoral and indecent female persons have crept into the city and upon honorable citizens with their scandalous and animal-like lifestyles and have created noticeable problems among the king’s garrison stationed here.”93 As in the case of maids and their employers, soldiers actually created more problems for women who associated with them than the reverse; by the eighteenth century in Prussia, soldiers were generally not liable to appear before local courts in fornication or paternity suits, and a significant share of the women who appeared before such courts alone described their impregnators as a soldier. Soldiers were forbidden to marry without the approval of their commanding officer, and sometimes made up the majority of unmarried men living in any area. This situation has led Ulrike Gleixner to note that in eighteenth-century Prussia “to a great degree the military system structured the sexual relationships between unmarried women and men.”94

Conclusions

Whether servant, spinner, or “soldier’s whore,” singlewomen in Germany were often regarded as both animals and seductresses, living in filth and tempting men. They joined widows as an intellectual and moral problem for church and state authorities, inescapable given demographic and economic realities, but clearly outside the ideal that saw male-headed households as the only acceptable building blocks of society. Restrictions on their dress and employment, on the words they could speak, places they could go, and people they could talk to increased throughout the period, and a mistake in any of these could lead to suspicion of immorality, which further restricted their opportunities, or even to pregnancy, which could be catastrophic.

We might choose, as some historians have, to end the story here, with an assertion of the “bleak” conditions of life for singlewomen, the fact that “outside the family and the allotted roles of daughter, wife, and mother, women existed against considerable odds.”95 We might, however, read the sources slightly differently, not forgetting the restrictions, but also noticing how often they were ignored, laughed at, or directly confronted. Maids stole beer to drink with their friends, gathered at wells to discuss religion, or used their small earnings to buy jewelry and lace or play city lotteries; lacemakers ordered wine from taverns to drink while they worked and visited taverns or played cards openly when they were through for the day; used-goods dealers defended their livelihoods and their honor when accused of trafficking in stolen goods or shortchanging their customers; spinners chose to keep “having their own smoke,” or living on their own or with other spinners despite all efforts to force them into male-headed households. These are, perhaps, small freedoms, but they indicate that, despite all the efforts of moralists and authorities, singlewomen did not always internalize the standard view of their condition or their character, nor did they necessarily require the support of their family to survive.96

Women’s actions are only rarely accompanied by the type of self-conscious reflection we, as feminist historians, always hope to find. One of the few of these comes from the pen of Anna Bijns—actually a Dutch woman, not a German—who supported herself by teaching school and writing anti-Lutheran poetry. Though the hopes of most singlewomen rested with eventual marriage, her words indicate that at least a few women had a different opinion:

How good to be a woman, how much better to be a man!
Maidens and wenches, remember the lesson you’re about to hear
Don’t hurle yourself into marriage far too soon...
Though wedlock I do not decry;
Uninvoked is best; happy the woman without a man.”
This essay was written while I held the Association of Marquette University Women (AMUW) Chair in Humanistic Studies; my thanks to AMUW for providing me with this month to work on this and other writing projects. My thanks also to Susan Karant-Nunn for her suggestions about sources and references.
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